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HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES & IRRIGATION DESIGN – DRAWING 

Subject Code: 10 CV 65 IA Marks : 25 
No. of Lecture Hrs/Week: 02+03 Exam Hours : 04 

Total no. of Lecture Hrs: 19+33 Exam Marks : 100 

PART – A 
Unit 1: Reservoir Planning: 

Introduction, classification of reservoir, Storage zones of a reservoir, mass curve, fixing capacity 

of a reservoir, safe yield, problems, density currents, trap efficiency, reservoir sedimentation, life 

of a reservoir, economic height of a dam, problems, environmental effects of reservoir.    6 Hours

Unit 2: Gravity Dams: 

Introduction, forces on a gravity dam, stress analysis in gravity dams, problems, combination of 

forces for design. Elementary and practical profiles of a gravity dam, stability analysis (without 

earthquake forces), problems, galleries in gravity dams                                                      7 Hours 

UNIT 3: Earthen Dams: 

Introduction, types of earth dams, construction methods, design criteria for earth dams, causes of 

failure of earth dams, section of dam, preliminary design criteria, problems, control of seepage 

through earth dams, safety measures.                                                                                 6 Hours 

PART – B 

Irrigation Design –Drawing 

Design and Drawing with all the three views of: 

1. Surplus weir with stepped apron

2. Tank sluice with tower head

3. Notch type canal drop   33 Hours 

4. Canal cross regulator
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Publishers, New Delhi (2005).
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House, New Delhi.
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UNIT 1 

RESERVOIR 

Introduction 
A reservoir is a large, artificial lake created by constructing a dam across a river (Fig. 3.1). 

Broadly speaking, any water pool or a lake may be termed a reservoir. However, the term 

reservoir in water resources engineering is used in a restricted sense for a comparatively large 

body of water stored on the upstream of a dam constructed for this purpose. Thus a dam and a 

reservoir exist together. The discharge in a river generally varies considerably during different 

periods of a year. 

If a reservoir serves only one purpose, it is called a single-purpose reservoir. On the other hand, if 

it serves more than one purpose, it is termed a multipurpose reservoir. The various purposes 

served by a multipurpose reservoir include (i) irrigation (ii) municipal and industrial water supply, 

(iii) flood control (iv) hydropower, (v) navigation, (vi) recreation, (vii) development of fish and

wild life, (viii) soil conservation (ix) pollution control and (x) mosquito control. 
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Types of Reservoirs 
Depending upon the purpose served, the reservoirs may be broadly classified into five types: 

1. Storage (or conservation) reservoirs

2. Flood control reservoirs

3. Multipurpose reservoirs

4. Distribution reservoirs.

5. Balancing reservoirs

Storage reservoirs 

 Storage reservoirs are also called conservation reservoirs because they are used to 

conserve water. Storage reservoirs are constructed to. Store the water in the rainy season and to 

release it later when the river flow is low store reservoirs are usually constructed for irrigation, the 

municipal water supply and hydropower. Although the storage reservoirs are constructed for 

storing water for various purposes, incidentally they also help in moderating the floods and 

reducing the flood damage to some extent on the downstream. However, they are not designed as 

flood control reservoirs. 

Flood control reservoirs: 

A flood control reservoir is constructed for the purpose of flood control It protects the 

areas lying on its downstream side from the damages due to flood. However, absolute protection 

from extreme floods is not economically feasible. A flood control reservoir reduces the flood 

damage, and it is also known as the flood-mitigation reservoir. Sometimes, it is called flood 

protection reservoir. In a flood control reservoir, the floodwater is discharged downstream till the 

outflow reaches the safe capacity of the channel downstream. When the discharge exceeds the 

safe capacity. The excess water is stored in the reservoir. The stored water is subsequently 

released when the inflow to reservoir decreases. 

Care is, however, taken that the discharge in the channel downstream, including local inflow, 

does not exceed its safe capacity. A flood control reservoir is designed to moderate the floodn and 
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not to conserve water. However, incidentally some storage is also done during the period of 

floods. Flood control reservoirs have relatively large sluice-way capacity to permit rapid 

drawdown before or after the occurrence of a flood. 

Multipurpose Reservoirs: 

A multipurpose reservoir is designed and constructed to serve two or more purposes. Most of the 

reservoirs are designed as multipurpose reservoirs to store water for irrigation and hydropower, 

and also to effect flood control. 

Distribution Reservoir: 

A distribution reservoir is a small storage reservoir to tide over the peak demand of water for 

municipal water supply or irrigation. The distribution reservoir is helpful in permitting the pumps 

to work at a uniform rate. It stores water during the period of lean demand and supplies the same 

during the period of high demand. As the storage is limited, it merely helps in distribution of 

water as per demand for a day or so and not for storing it for a long period. Water is pumped from 

a water source at a uniform rate throughout the day for 24 hours but the demand varies from time 

to time. During the period when the demand of water is less than the pumping rate, the water is 

stored in the distribution reservoir. On the other hand, when the demand of water is more than the 

pumping rate, the distribution reservoir is used for supplying water at rates greater than the 

pumping rate. Distribution reservoirs are rarely used for the supply of water for irrigation. These 

are mainly used for municipal water supply. 

Balancing reservoir: 

 A balancing reservoir is a small reservoir constructed d/s of the main reservoir for holding water 

released from the main reservoir. 

Storage Capacity of a Reservoir 
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Whatever may be the use of a reservoir, its most important function is to store water during floods 

and to release it later. The storage capacity of a reservoir is, therefore, its most important 

characteristics. The available storage capacity of a reservoir depends upon the topography of the 

site and the height of dam. To determine the available storage capacity of a reservoir upto a 

certain level of water, engineering surveys are usually conducted. For accurate determination of 

the capacity, a topographic survey of the reservoir area is usually conducted, and a contour map of 

the area is prepared. A contour plan of the area is prepared to a scale of 1 cm = 100 m or 150 m 

with a contour interval of 1 to 3 m, depending upon the size of the reservoir. The storage capacity 

and the water spread area at different elevations can be determined from the contour map, as 

explained below. 

(a) Area-Elevation Curve From the contour plan, the water spread area of the reservoir at any

elevation is determined by measuring the area enclosed by the corresponding contour. 

Generally, a planimeter is used for measuring the area. An elevation-area curve is then drawn 

between the surface area as abscissa and the elevation as ordinate (Fig. 3.2) 

(b) Elevation-Capacity Curve The storage capacity of the reservoir at any elevation is determined

from the water spread area at various elevations. The following formulae are commonly used to 

determine the storage capacity (i.e. storage volumes). 

1. Trapezoidal formula According to the trapezoidal formula, the storage volume between two

successive contours of areas A1, and A2 is given by 
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where h is the contour interval. 

Therefore, the total volume V of the storage is given by 

where n is the total number of areas. 

2.Cone formula According to the cone formula, the storage volume between two successive

contours of areas A1 and A2 is given by 

The total volume V is given by 

3. Prismoidal formula According to the prismoidal formula, the storage volume

between 3 successive contours is given by 

The total volume is given by 

where A3, A5, etc are the areas with odd numbers : A2, A4, A6, etc are the areas with even 

numbers A1 and An are respectively, the first and the last area. 

The prismoidal formula is applicable only when there are odd numbers of areas ( i.e. n should be 

an odd number). In the case of even number of areas, the volume upto the last but one area is 
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determined by the prismoidal formula, and that of the last segment is determined by the 

trapezoidal formula. 

Storage Volume from cross-sectional areas: In the absence of adequate contour maps, the 

storage volume can be computed from the cross-sectional areas of the river. Cross-sectional areas 

are obtained from the cross-sections of the river taken upstream of the dam up to the u/s , hend of 

the reservoir. The volume is determined from the prismoidal formula, 

where A1, A2 etc. are the area of the cross-section of the river up o the full reservoir level and d is 

the distance between the sections. The formula is applicable for odd number of sections. An 

elevation-storage volume is plotted between the storage volume as abscissa and the elevations as 

ordinate (Fig. 3.3) Generally, the volume is calculated in Mm3 or M ha-m. 

(c) Combined Diagram It is the usual practice to plot both the elevation-area curve and the

elevation-storage curve on the same paper (Fig. 3.4). The reader should carefully note the abscissa 

marking as the areas and volumes increase in the opposite directions: 
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Submerged area In addition to finding out the capacity of a reservoir, the contour map of the 

reservoir can also be used to determine the land and property which would be submerged when 

the reservoir is filled upto various elevations. It would enable one to estimate the compensation to 

be paid to the owners of the submerged property and land. The time schedule according to which 

the areas should be evacuated, as the reservoir is gradually filled, can also be drawn. 

Example 1 A reservoir has the following areas enclosed by contours at various elevations. 

Determine the capacity of the reservoir between elevations of 200.00 to 300.00. 
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Use (a) trapezoidal formula, (b) prismoidal formula 

Solution (a) From Eq. 7.2, 

= 20/2  (150 + 2 x 175 + 2 x 210 + 2 x 270 + 2 x 320 + 400) 

= 25000 m-km2 = 25000 Mm3 = 2.5 Mha-m

(b) In this case, there are even number of areas. The prismoidal formula is applied to first 5 areas.

From Eq. 3.6, considering the first 5 areas, 

   =20/3 [(150.00 + 320.00) + 4(175 + 270) + 2 x 210] 

= 17800 m-km2 = 17800 Mm3 

Volume between the last two areas from Eq. 3.1, 

Investigations for Reservoir 
The following investigations are usually conducted for reservoir planning. 

1. Engineering surveys

2. Geological investigation

3. Hydrologic investigations

1. Engineering surveys Engineering surveys are conducted for the dam, the reservoir and other

associated works. Generally, the topographic survey of the area is carried out and the contour plan 

is prepared. The horizontal control is usually provided by triangulation survey, and the vertical 

control by precise levelling. 

(a) Dam site For the area in the vicinity of the dam site, a very accurate triangulation survey is

conducted. A contour plan to a scale of 1/250 or 1/500 is usually prepared. The contour interval is 
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usually 1 m or 2 m. The contour plan should cover an area at least upto 200m upstream and 400m 

downstream and for adequate width beyond the two abutments. 

(b) Reservoir For the reservoir, the scale of the contour plan is usually 1/15,000 with a contour

interval of 2 m to 3 m, depending upon the size of the reservoir. The area-elevation and storage-

elevation curves are prepared for different elevations upto an elevation 3 to 5m higher than the 

anticipated maximum water level (M.W.L). 

2. Geological investigations Geological investigations of the dam and reservoir site are done

for the following purposes. 

(i) Suitability of foundation for the dam.

(ii) Watertightness of the reservoir basin

(iii) Location of the quarry sites for the construction materials.

3. Hydrological investigations The hydrological investigations are conducted for the

following purposes : 

(i) To study the runoff pattern and to estimate yield.

(ii) To determine the maximum discharge at the site.

i.Run off pattern and yield The most important aspect of the reservoir planning is to estimate the

quantity of water likely to be available in the river from year to year and seasons to season. For 

the determination of the required storage capacity of a reservoir, the runoff pattern of the river at 

the dam site is required. If the stream gauging has been done for a number of years before the 

construction of the dam, the runoff pattern will be available from the record. It is generally 

assumed that the runoff pattern will be substantially the same in future also. The available record 

is used for estimating the storage capacity. The inflow hydrographs of two or three consecutive 

bad years when the discharge is low are frequently used for estimating the required capacity. 

However, if the stream gauging records are not available, the runoff and yield have to be 

estimated indirectly by the empirical (or) statistical methods. These are : 

(i) Runoff expressed as a percentage of rainfall.

(ii) Runoff expressed as a residual of rainfall after deducting losses due to evaporation,

transpiration and ground water accretion. 

(iii) Run off expressed as a function of mean annual temperature and rainfall.

(ii) Maximum discharge The spillway capacity of the dam is determined from the inflow

hydrograph for the worst flood when the discharge in the river is the maximum. Flood routing is 
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done to estimate the maximum outflow and the maximum water level reached during the worst 

flood. The methods for the estimation of the maximum flood discharge are: 

(i) Empirical relations mostly correlated with the catchment area

(ii) Statistical methods

(iii) Unit hydrograph method

(iv) Flood frequency studies

Usually for big reservoirs, a 1000 years flood is taken for spillway design. 

 Selection of Site for a Reservoir 
A good site for a reservoir should have the following characteristics: 

1. Large storage capacity The topography of the site should be such that the reservoir has a large

capacity to store water. 

2. Suitable site for the dam A suitable site for the dam should exist on the downstream of the

proposed reservoir. There should be good foundation for the darn The reservoir basin should have 

a narrow opening in the valley so that the length of the dam is small. The cost of the dam is often 

a controlling factor in the selection of a site for the reservoir. 

3. Watertightness of the reservoir The geological conditions of the reservoir site should be such

that the reservoir basin is watertight. The reservoir sites having pervious rocks are not suitable. 

The reservoir basins having shales, slates, schists, gneiss, granite, etc. are generally suitable. 

4. Good hydrological conditions The hydrological conditions of the river at the reservoir site

should be such that adequate runoff is available for storage. The catchment area of the river 

should give high yield. There should not be heavy losses in the catchment due to evaporation, 

transpiration and percolation. 

5. Deep reservoir The site should be such that a deep reservoir is formed after the construction of

the dam. A deep reservoir is preferred to a shallow reservoir because in the former the 

evaporation losses are small, the cost of land acquisition is low and the weed growth is less. 

6. Small submerged area The site should be such that the submerged area is a minimum. It

should not submerge costly land and property. It should not affect the ecology of the region. 

Monuments of historical and architectural importance should not be submerged. 
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7. low silt inflow The life of the reservoir is short if the river water at the site has a large quantity

of sediments. The reservoir site should be selected such that it avoids or excludes the water from 

those tributaries which carry a high percentage of silt. 

8. No objectionable minerals The soil and rock mass at the reservoir site should not contain any

objectionable soluble minerals which may contaminate the water. The stored water should be 

suitable for the purpose for which the water is required. 

9. Low cost of real estate The cost of real estate for the reservoir site, dam,

dwellings, roads. railways, etc. should be low. 

Basic Terms and Definitions 
A large number of terms are commonly used for reservoir planning. These terms are defined 

below. It may be noted that various terms are sometimes used to indicate the same quantity. 

1. Full reservoir level (FRL) The full reservoir level (FRL) is the highest water level to which

the water surface will rise during normal operating conditions. The effective storage of the 

reservoir is computed upto the full reservoir level. The FRI is the highest level at which water is 

intended to be held for various uses without any passage of water through the spil1way. In case of 

dams without spillway gates, the FRL is equal to the crest level of thespillway [Fig 3.5(a)]. 

However, if the spillway is gated, the FRL is equal to the level of the topof the gates. 
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The full reservoir level is also called the full tank level (FTL) or the normal pool level(NPL). 

Normal conservation level (NCL) It is the highest level of the reservoir at which water is 

intended to be stored for various uses other than flood. 

The normal conservation level is different from the FRL as the latter may include a part of the 

flood. However, if there is no storage for flood upto FRL, the normal conservation level and the 

FRL become identical. 

2. Maximum water level (MWL) The maximum water level is the maximum level to which the

water surface will rise when the design flood passes over the spillway. The maximum water level 

is higher than the full reservoir level so that some surcharge storage is available between the two 

levels to absorb flood. The maximum water level is also called the maximum pool level (MPL) or 

maximum flood level (MFL). 

3. Minimum pool level The minimum pool level is the lowest level up to which the water is

withdrawn from the reservoir under ordinary conditions. The minimum pool level generally 

corresponds to the elevation of the lowest outlet (or sluiceway) of the dam. However, in the case 
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of a reservoir for hydroelectric power, the minimum pool level is fixed after considering the 

minimum working head required for the efficient working of turbines. The storage below the 

minimum pool level is not useful and is called the dead storage. 

4. Useful storage The volume of water stored between the full reservoir level (FRL) and the

minimum pool level is called the useful storage. The useful storage is available for various 

purposes of the reservoir. In most of the reservoirs, the useful storage is the conservation storage 

of the reservoir. However, in the case of multipurpose reservoirs in which the flood control is also 

a designed function, the useful storage is subdivided into (a) the conservation storage for other 

purposes and (b) the flood control storage for the flood control, in accordance with the adopted 

plan of operation of the reservoir. The useful storage is also known as the live storage. 

5. Surcharge storage The surcharge storage is the volume of water stored above the full reservoir

level upto the maximum water level. The surcharge storage is an uncontrolled storage which 

exists only when the river is in flood and the flood water is passing over the spillway. This storage 

is available only for the absorption of flood and it cannot be used for other purposes. 

6. Dead storage The volume of water held below the minimum pool level is called the dead

storage. The dead storage is not useful, as it cannot be used for any purpose under ordinary 

operating conditions. 

7. Bank storage If the banks of the reservoir are porous, some water is temporarily stored by them

when the reservoir is full. The stored water in banks later drains into the reservoir when the water 

level in the reservoir falls. Thus the banks of the reservoir act like mini reservoirs. The bank 

storage increases the effective capacity of the reservoir above that indicated by the elevation-

storage curve. However, in most of the reservoirs, the bank storage is small because the banks are 

usually impervious. 

8. Valley storage The volume of water held by the natural river channel in its valley upto the top

of its banks before the construction of a reservoir is called the valley storage. The valley storage 

depends upon the cross section of the river, the length of the river and its water level. 

The net increase in the storage capacity after the construction of a reservoir is equal to the total 

capacity of the reservoir upto FRL minus the valley storage. However, this distinction between 

the net storage capacity and the total storage capacity is not of much significance in conservation 

or storage reservoir where the main concern is the total water available for different purposes. But 
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in the case of a flood control reservoir, the difference between the net storage capacity and the 

total storage capacity is quite important because the effective storage for flood control is reduced 

due to the valley storage. The effective storage is equal to the sum of the useful storage and the 

surcharge storage minus the valley storage in the case of a flood control reservoir. 

9. Yield from a reservoir Yield is the volume of water which can be withdrawn from a reservoir

in a specified period of time. The time period for the estimation of yield is selected according to 

the size of the reservoir. It may be a day for a small reservoir and a month or a year for a large 

reservoir. The yield is usually expressed as Mha-m/year or Mm3/year for large reservoirs. As 

discussed later, the yield is determined from the storage capacity of the reservoir and the mass 

inflow curve. 

10. Safe yield (Firm yield) Safe yield is the maximum quantity of water which can be supplied

from a reservoir in a specified period of time during a critical dry year. Generally, the lowest 

recorded natural flow of the river for a number of years is taken as the critical dry period for 

determining the safe yield. However, there is a possibility that a still drier period may occur in 

future and the yield available may be even less than that determined on the basis of past records. 

This factor should be kept in mind while fixing the safe yield. There is generally a firm 

commitment by the organization to the consumers that the safe yield will be available to them. It 

is therefore also called the firm yield or the guaranteed yield. 

11. Secondary yield Secondary yield is the quantity of water which is available during the period

of high flow in the rivers when the yield is more than the safe yield. There is no firm commitment 

(or guarantee) to supply the secondary yield. It is supplied on as and when basis at the lower rates. 

The hydropower developed from secondary yield is sold to industries at cheaper rates. However, 

the power commitment for domestic supply should be based on the firm yield. 

12. Average yield The average yield is the arithmetic average of the firm yield and the secondary

yield over a long period of time. 

13. Design yield The design yield is the yield adopted in the design of a reservoir. The design

yield is usually fixed after considering the urgency of the water needs and the amount of risk 

involved. The design yield should be such that the demands of the consumers are reasonably met 

with, and at the same time, the storage required is not unduly large. Generally, a reservoir for the 

domestic water supply is planned on the basis of firm yield. On the other hand, a reservoir for 
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irrigation may be planned with a value of design yield equal to 1 2 times the firm yield because 

more risk can~ be taken for the irrigation water supply than for domestic water supply. 

Determination of the Required Capacity 
The capacity required for a reservoir depends upon the inflow available and demand. If the 

available inflow in the river is always greater than the demand, there is no storage required. On 

the other hand, if the inflow in the river is small but the demand is high, a large reservoir capacity 

is required. The required capacity for a reservoir can be determined by the following methods: 

1. Graphical method, using mass curves.

2. Analytical method

3. Flow-duration curves method

1. Graphical method (a) Storage required for uniform demand. The following procedure is used

when the mass demand curve is a straight line. 

2. Prepare a mass inflow curve from the flow hydrograph of the site for a number of consecutive

years including the most critical years (or the driest years) when the discharge is low, as discussed 

in the preceding section. Fig. 3.6 shows the mass inflow curve for 4 consecutive years. 

Prepare the mass demand curve corresponding to the given rate of demand. If the rate of demand 

is constant, the mass demand curve is a straight line, as shown in the inset in diagram in Fig. 3.6. 

The scale of the mass demand curve should be the same as that of the massinflow curve. 

3. Draw the lines AB, FG, etc. such that

(i) They are parallel to the mass demand curve, and

(ii) They are tangential to the crests A, F, etc. of the mass curve.

The points A, F. etc. indicate the beginning of the dry periods marked by the depressions. 

4. Determine the vertical intercepts CD. HJ, etc. between the tangential lines and the mass inflow

curve. These intercepts indicate the volumes by which the inflow volumes fall short of demand, as 

explained below : 

Assuming that the reservoir is full at point A, the inflow volume during the period AE is equal to 

ordinate DE and the demand is equal to ordinate CE. Thus the storage required is equal to the 

volume indicated by the intercept CD. 

5. Determine the largest of the vertical intercepts found in Step (4). The largest vertical intercept

represents the storage capacity required. 
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The following points should be noted. 

(i) The capacity obtained in the net storage capacity which must be available to meet the demand.

The gross capacity of the reservoir will be more than the net storage capacity. It is obtained by 

adding the evaporation and seepage losses to the net storage capacity. 

(ii) The tangential lines AB, FG; etc. when extended forward must intersect the curve. This is

necessary for the reservoir to become full again, If these lines do not intersect the mass curve, the 

reservoir will not be filled again. However, very large reservoirs sometimes do not get refilled 

every year. In that case, they may become full after 2-3 years. 

(iii) The vertical distance such as FL between the successive tangents represents the volume of

water spilled over the spillway of the dam. 

(b) Storage required for Non-uniform Demand (Variable demand) If the demand rate is not

uniform, the mass demand curve is a curve instead of a straight line as assumed above. The 

following procedure is used. 

The mass demand curve is superposed on the mass inflow curve such that it 

chronologically coincides with the latter (Fig 3.7). In other words, the mass demand for the period 

1950-51. must coincide with the mass inflow for 1950-51. and so on. 
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The vertical intercepts are then determined between the mass demand curve and the mass inflow 

curve, where the demand curve is higher. The required storage capacity is equal to the maximum 

of the vertical intercepts so obtained. 

(c) Storage required when the demand is equal to the average discharge of the river. If the

reservoir is to be designed such that its yield is equal to the average value of the discharge of the 

river for the entire period, the following procedure is used. 

1. Join the end points of the mass inflow curve by a straight line A B to determine the average

discharge of the river over the entire period of the curve (Fig. 3.8). 
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Draw two line A’ B’ and A” B” such that they are parallel to the line AB and also tangential to the 

mass curve at the lowest point C and the highest point D respectively. 

3. Determine the vertical intercept between the two tangents. The required capacity is equal to this

vertical intercept. If the reservoir having this capacity is assumed to have a volume of water equal 

to the intercept A ‘A at the beginning of the period (in 1950), then the reservoir will be full at D 

and empty at C. 

The following points may be noted. 

(i) If the reservoir is empty in the very beginning at A, it would be empty again at pointE, F and

K. 

(ii) If the reservoir is full in the very beginning at A, it would be full again at E, F and K.

During the period AE, there would be spill of water over the spillway. 

Determination of Yield of a Reservoir 
The yield from a reservoir of a given capacity can be determined by the use of the mass inflow 

curve. In fact, this is the reverse process of that discussed in the preceding section. The following 

procedure is used. 

Prepare the mass inflow curve from the flow hydrograph of the river (Fig. 3.9). 
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2. Draw tangents AB, FG, etc. at the crests A, F, etc. of the mass inflow curve in such a way that

the maximum departure (intercept) of these tangents from the mass inflow curve is equal to the 

given reservoir capacity. 

3. Measure the slopes of all the tangents drawn in Step 2.

4. Determine the slope of the flattest tangent.

5. Draw the mass demand curve from the slope of the flattest tangent (see insect). The yield is

equal to the slope of this line. 

[Note. The tangents when extended must intersect the mass inflow curve; otherwise the 

reservoir will not be full again.] 
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Economic Height of Dam 
Theoretically, economic height of dam is the height of dam corresponding to which the cost of 

dam per million cubic metre of storage is the minimum. This height of dam is determined by 

preparing approximate estimates of cost for several heights of dam at a given site, somewhat 

above and below the level, where the elevation storage curve shows a fairly high rate of increase 

of storage per metre of elevation; while at the corresponding elevation the cross section of the 

dam site shows the length of dam to be moderate, as shown in fig. 3.11 for a typical dam site. 

After thus determining the approximate cost per million cubic metre of storage for four or five 

alternative heights, the cost per million cubic metre of storage is plotted against height to assess 

the most economical height of dam as shown in fig. 3.12. 
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Reservoir Losses 

The main losses are described hereinafter. 

Evaporation Losses They depend on reservoir area and are expressed in cm of water depth.The 

other factors influencing evaporation are temperature, wind velocity, relative humidity, proximity 

of other structures etc. Evaporation losses can be measured on standard pans and after applying 

suitable coefficients, reservoir evaporation losses can be evaluated. 

Absorption Losses 

They depend on the type of soil forming the reservoir basin. They may be quite large in the 

beginning, but gradually reduce as the pores get saturated. 

Percolation or Seepage Losses 

They are usually small but may be quite significant where there may be continuous seam ofporous 

strata or cavernous or fissured rock. 

Factors Affecting Sedimentation 
The following factors affect sedimentation 

( i ) Extent of catchment area and the Unable nature of its different zones. 

( ii ) Amount of sediment load in the rivers. 

(iii) Type of rainfall and snowfall in each zone.

(iv ) Mean monthly and annual temperature in each zone. 

( v ) Monthly and annual run-off from catchment or sub-catchment. 

(vi) Slope of each zone of catchment.

(vii) Vegetation in each zone of catchment.

(viii) Geological formations of each zone and estimated relative weathering and erosion with due

regard to climatic conditions. 

(ix) Presence of upstream reservoir and extent of trapping of sediment therein.

(x) Amount of sediment flushed out through sluices.

(xi) Degree of consolidation of the accumulated sediment depending upon the extent
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of exposure to air, sun and wind. 

(xii) Volume of water in the reservoir and its proportion to the mean annual flow in the river i.e.

capacity inflow ratio. 

(xiii) Operation schedule of the reservoir.

Control of Silting of Reservoirs 
The following are the three general means of controlling reservoir silting. 

Adequate consideration of the silt factor for the selecting of site and design of the dam. 

(a) Selection of reservoir site—If reservoirs of equal size could be constructed in either of the two

watersheds at approximately the same cost, the watershed having less erosion should be preferred. 

(b) Ratio of reservoir capacity and size of drainage area. It also affects the annual rate of storage

depletion. According to Carl. B. Brown, of U.S. Deptt, of Agriculture, a reservoir should hold at 

least 3.6 hectare metre of water per square km of drainage area in order to have a safe life of 100 

years. 

2. A plan of water release designed to eject the maximum possible sediment load before

deposition. 

(a) Reservoir design —A lower darn in the first instance with provision in its structural design for

its being raised in stages, as its capacity is encroached, would be a better proposition. 

(b) In some of the reservoirs, sluices may be provided to take advantage of formation of density

currents and thus eject a significant share of Sediment load. 

(c) The reservoir may be filled, only after passing the peak flood-design of Aswan clam

in Egypt provided for this. 

3. Control of soil erosion and sediment movement in the catchments area.

(a) Control of sediment inflow —Small check dams may be constructed on all tributaries of the

main river. Vegetation screen on the catchment would go a long way in reducing erosion. 
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(b) Control of sediment deposit—The outlets may be opened at the time when there is maximum

inflow of sediment in the reservoir i.e. during monsoon periods; also ejection of reservoir water at 

lower levels would help in reducing silt in the basin. 

(c) Removal of sediment deposit— Scouring, excavation, dredging etc. may be resorted to. But

these methods are expensive. Loosening the sediment and or pushing it towards the sluices by 

mechanical means simultaneously with scouring would increase the effectiveness of the scouring 

action to some extent. 

(d) Erosion control in the catchments area- Soil conservation methods, like afforestation, control

of grazing, terrace cultivation, provision of contour bunds, gully formation by providing small 

embankments, where necessary, debris barriers, weed growth etc. all help to control soil erosion 

and thus reduce sediment entry in the reservoir. 

 Life of a Reservoir 
The dead storage provided in reservoir capacity is allowed for sedimentation. Actually all the 

sediment load does not go in dead storage. It encroaches upon live storage also. The 

encroachment and its distribution depend upon many factors such as reservoir operation, valley 

characteristics, capacity inflow ratio, sediment content in the inflow etc. The useful life of a 

reservoir is taken till its capacity is reduced to about 20% of‘ the designed capacity. The rate of 

sedimentation is higher in the initial stages and it decreases with years. This is due to fall in the 

trap efficiency of the reservoir, consolidation and shrinkage of deposits and formation of delta. 
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UNIT 2 

GRAVITY DAMS 
INTRODUCTION 
A gravity dam is a solid structure, made of concrete or masonry, constructed across a river to 

create a reservoir on its upstream. The section of the gravity dam is approximately triangular in 

shape, with its apex at its top and maximum width at bottom.The section is so proportioned that it 

resists the various forces acting on it by its own weight.are usually consist of two sections; 

namely, the non-overflow section and the overflow section or spillway section.are particularly 

suited across gorges with very steep side slopeswhere earth dams might slip and are usually 

cheaper than earth dams if suitable soils are not available for their construction. 

where good foundations are available, gravity dams can benbuilt upto any height. It is the most 

permanent one, and requires little maintenance. The most ancient gravity, dam on record was built 

in Egypt more than 400 years B.C. of uncemented masonry. 

GRAVITY DAMS 

Basic Definitions 

1. Axis of the dam: is the line of the upstream edge of the top (or crown) of the dam. The axis of

the dam in plan is also called the base line of the dam. The axis of the dam in plan is usually 

straight. 

2. Length of the dam: is the distance from one abutment to the other, measured along the axis of

the dam at the level of the top of the dam. 

3. Structural height of the dam: is the difference in elevations of the top of the dam and the lowest

point in the excavated foundation. It, however, does not include the depth of special geological 

features of foundations such as narrow fault zones below the foundation. In general, the height of 

the dam means its structural height. 

4. Toe and Heel: The toe of the dam is the downstream edge of the base, and the heel is the

upstream edge of the base. 

5. Maximum base width of the dam: is the maximum horizontal distance between the heel and the

toe of the maximum section of the dam in the middle of the valley. 
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6. Hydraulic height of the dam: is equal to the difference in elevations of the highest controlled

water surface on the upstream of the dam (i. e. FRL) and the lowest point in the river bed. 

Forces Acting on a Gravity Dam 
1. Weight of the dam

2. Water pressure

3. Uplift pressure

4. Wave pressure

5. Earth and Silt pressure

6. Earthquake forces

7. Ice pressure

8. Wind pressure

9. Thermal loads.

These forces fall into two categories as: 

1. Forces, such as weight of the dam and water pressure, which are directly calculable from the

unit weights of the materials and properties of fluid pressures; and 
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b) Forces, such as uplift, earthquake loads, silt pressure and ice pressure, which can only be

assumed on the basis of assumption of varying degree of reliability. 

It is in the estimating of the second category of the forces that special care has to be taken and 

reliance placed on available data, experience, and judgment. 

It is convenient to compute all the forces per unit length of the dam. 

Weight of Dam 

1. Main stabilizing force in a gravity dam

2. Dead load = weight of concrete or masonry or both + weight of such appurtenances as piers,

gates and bridges. 

3. Weight of the dam per unit length is equal to the product of the area of cross-section of the dam

and the specific weight (or unit weight) of the material. 

4. Unit weight of concrete (24 kN/m3) and masonry (23 kN/m3) varies considerably depending

upon the various materials that go to make them. 

5. For convenience, the cross-section of the dam is divided into simple geometrical shapes, such

as rectangles and triangles, for the computation of weights. The areas and controids of these 

shapes can be easily determined. Thus the weight components W1, W2, W3 etc. can be found 

along with their lines of action. The total weight W of the dam acts at the C.G. of its section. 

Water Pressure (Reservoir and Tail Water Loads) 
Water pressure on the upstream face is the main destabilizing (or overturning) force acting on a 

gravity dam. Tail water pressure helps in the stability. 

Although the weight of water varies slightly with temp., the variation is usually ignored. Unit 

Mass of water is taken as 1000 kg/m3 and specific weight = 10 kN/m3 instead of 9.81 kN/m3.. 

The water pressure always acts normal to the face of dam. It is convenient to determine the 

components of the forces in the horizontal and vertical directions instead of the total force on the 

inclined surface directly. 
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The water pressure intensity p (kN/m2) varies linearly with the depth of the water 

measured below the free surface y (m) and is expressed as P= γw y 

Water Pressure (Reservoir and Tail Water Loads) 

U/s face vertical: When the upstream face of the dam is vertical, the water pressure diagram is 

triangular in shape with a pressure intensity of γwh at the base, where h is the depth of water. The 

total water pressure per unit length is horizontal and is given by 

It acts horizontally at a height of h/3 above the base of the dam. 

U/s face inclined: When the upstream face ABC is either inclined or partly vertical and partly 

inclined, the force due to water pressure can be calculated in terms of the horizontal component 

PH and the vertical component PV. The horizontal component is given as earlier and acts 

horizontal at a height of (h/3) above the base. The vertical component PV of water pressure per 

unit length is equal to the weight of the water in the prism ABCD per unit length. For 

convenience, the weight of water is found in two parts PV1 and PV2 by dividing the trapezium 

ABCD into a rectangle BCDE and a triangle ABE.  

Thus the vertical component PV = PV1 + PV2 = weight of water in BCDE + weight of water in 

ABE. The lines of action of PV1 and PV2 will pass through the respective centroids of the 

rectangle and triangle. 
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Uplift Pressure 

1. Water has a tendency to seep through the pores and fissures of the material in the body of the

dam and foundation material, and through the joints between the body of the dam and its 

foundation at the base. The seeping water exerts pressure. 

2. The uplift pressure is defined as the upward pressure of water as it flows or seeps through the

body of dam or its foundation. 

3. A portion of the weight of the dam will be supported on the upward pressure of water; hence

net foundation reaction due to vertical force will reduce. 

4. The area over which the uplift pressure acts has been a question of investigation from the early

part of this century. 

5. One school of thought recommends that a value one-third to two-thirds of the area should be

considered as effective over which the uplift acts. 

Code of Indian Standards (IS : 6512-1984): 

1. There are two constituent elements in uplift pressure: the area factor or the percentage of area

on which uplift acts and the intensity factor or the ratio which the actual intensity of uplift 

pressure bears to the intensity gradient extending from head water to tail water at various points. 

2. The total area should be considered as effective to account for uplift.

3. The pressure gradient shall then be extending linearly to heads corresponding to reservoir level

and tail water level. 

In case of drain holes: the uplift pressure at the line of drains exceeds the tailwater pressure by 

one-third the differential between the reservoir and tailwater heads. The pressure gradient shall 

then be extended linearly to heads corresponding to reservoir level and tailwater level. 

In case of a crack: The uplift is assumed to be the reservoir pressure from the u/s face to the end 

of the crack and from there to vary linearly to the tailwater or drain pressure. 
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In absence of line of drains and for the extreme loading conditions F and G, the uplift shall be 

taken as varying linearly from the appropriate reservoir water pressure at the u/s face to the 

appropriate tail water pressure at the d/s face. 

Uplift pressures are not affected by earthquakes. 
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Earth and Silt Pressure 

Gravity dams are subjected to earth pressures on the downstream and upstream faces where the 

foundation trench is to be backfilled. Except in the abutment sections in specific cases, earth 

pressures have usually a minor effect on the stability of the structure and may be ignored. 

 Silt is treated as a saturated cohesion less soil having full uplift and whose value of internal 

friction is not materially changed on account of submergence. 

 IS code recommends that a) Horizontal silt and water pressure is assumed to be equivalent to that 

of a fluid with a mass of 1360 kg/m3, and b) Vertical silt and water pressure is determined as if 

silt and water together have a density of 1925kg/m3.

Ice Pressure 

Ice expands and contracts with changes in temperature. 

In a reservoir completely frozen over, a drop in the air temperature or in the level of the reservoir 

water may cause the opening up of cracks which subsequently fill with water and freezed solid. 

When the next rise in temperature occurs, the ice expands and, if restrained, it exerts pressure on 

the dam. 
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Good analytical procedures exist for computing ice pressures, but the accuracy of results is 

dependent upon certain physical data which have not been adequately determined. 

Ice pressure may be provided for at the rate of 250 kPa applied to the face of dam over the 

anticipated area of contact of ice with the face of dam. 

The problem of ice pressure in the design of dam is not encountered in India except, perhaps, in a 

few localities. 

Wind Pressure 

Wind pressure does exist but is seldom a significant factor in the design of a dam. 

Wind loads may, therefore, be ignored. 

Thermal Load 

The cyclic variation of air temperature and the solar radiation on the downstream side and the 

reservoir temperature on the upstream side affect the stresses in the dam. 

Even the deflection of the dam is maximum in the morning and it goes on reducing to a minimum 

value in the evening. 

Measures for temperature control of concrete in solid gravity dams are adopted during 

construction. 

Thermal are not significant in gravity dams and may be ignored. 

Wave Pressure 

The upper portions of dams are subject to the impact of waves. 

Wave pressure against massive dams of appreciable height is usually of little consequence. 

The force and dimensions of waves depend mainly on the extent and configuration of the water 

surface, the velocity of wind and the depth of reservoir water. 

The height of wave is generally more important in the determination of the free board 

requirements of dams to prevent overtopping by wave splash. 

An empirical method has been recommended by T. Saville for computation of wave height hw 

(m), which takes into account the effect of the shape of reservoir and wind velocity over water 

surface rather than on land by applying necessary correction. 
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Wind velocity of 120 km/h over water in case of normal pool condition and of 80 km/h over 

water in case of maximum reservoir condition should generally be assumed for calculation of 

wave height if meteorological data is not available.Sometimes the following Molitor‘s empirical 

formulae are used to estimate wave height 

   for   F < 32 km 

hw= 0.032 √V F 0.763 0.271(F)1/ 4

            h w = 0.032 √V F w  for   F > 32 km 

Where Vw = wind velocity in km/hr and F = fetch length of 

Reservoir in km. 

Wave Pressure 

Wave pressure diagrams can be approx by triangle l-2-3 

Max pressure pw in kPa occurs at 0.125 hw, above the still water level and is given by     Pw = 

24h w 

The total wave force Pw, (in kN) is given by the area of triangle Pw=20hw
2
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Earthquake Forces 

An earthquake sets random vibrations (waves) in the earth's crust, which can be resolved in any 

three mutually perpendicular directions. This motion causes the structure to vibrate. 

The waves impart accelerations to the foundations under the dam and causes its movement. 

Acceleration introduces an inertia force in the body of dam and sets up stresses initially in lower 

layers and gradually in the whole body of the dam. 

The vibration intensity of ground expected at any location depends upon the magnitude of 

earthquake, the depth of focus, distance from the epicentre and the strata on which the structure 

stands. 

For the purpose of determining the seismic forces, the country is classified into five zones 

Earthquake Forces 

The earthquake force experienced by a structure depends on its own dynamic characteristics in 

addition to those of the ground motion. 

Response spectrum method takes into account these characteristics and is recommended for use in 

case where it is desired to take such effects into account. IS: 1893 - 1984 code specifies design 

criteria under earthquake condition. 
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As per IS Code, for dams up to 100 m height, the seismic coefficient method shall be used for the 

design of the dams; while for dams over 100 m height the response spectrum method shall be 

used. 

Basic seismic coefficients (α0) and seismic zone factors (F0) in different zones shall be taken as 

given in Table. The design seismic forces shall be computed on the basis of importance of the 

structure I (Table) and its soil-foundation system β (Table). 

In Seismic Coefficient Method the design value of horizontal seismic coefficient (αh) shall be 

computed as 

αh = βIα0

In response Spectrum Method the response acceleration coefficient is first obtained for the natural 

period and damping of the structure and the design value of horizontal seismic 

coefficient (αh) shall be computed using 

αh = βIF0  S a/ g
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Where  Sa/g = average acceleration coefficient as read from Fig for a damping of 5 percent and 

fundamental period of vibration of the dam corresponding to 

where   H = height of the dam in m, B = base width of the dam in m, γm  = unit weight of the 

material of dam in N/m3, g = acceleration due to gravity in m/s2, and Em, = modulus of elasticity 

of the material in N/m2. Where a number of modes are to be considered for seismic analysis αh 

shall be worked out corresponding to the various mode periods and dampings and then design 

forces shall be computed. If actual response spectra is available then the same may be used 

directly instead of the above equation. 

Effect of Horizontal Acceleration: causes two forces: (1) Inertia force in the body ofthe dam, 

and (2) Hydrodynamic pressure of water. 
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Inertia forces 

The inertia force acts in a direction opposite to the acceleration imparted by, earthquake forces 

and is equal to the product of the mass of the dam and the acceleration. For dams up to 100 m 

height the horizontal seismic coefficient shall be taken as 1.5 times seismic coefficient αh at the 

top of the dam reducing linearly to zero at the base. This inertia force shall be assumed to act from 

upstream to downstream or downstream to upstream to get the worst combination for design. It 

causes an overturning moment about the horizontal section adding to that caused by 

hydrodynamic force. 

Earthquake Forces 

Hydrodynamic forces: Due to horizontal acceleration of thefoundation and dam there is an 

instantaneous hydrodynamic pressure (or suction) exerted against the dam in addition to 

hydrostatic forces. The direction of hydrodynamic force is opposite to the direction of earthquake 

acceleration. Zanger presented formulae based on electrical analogy and with assumption that 

water is incompressible. The pressure variation is elliptical-cum-parabolic. The hydrodynamic 

pressure at depth y below the reservoir surface shall be determined as 

follows   

           p ey =C s αh γw  h  

where pey = hydrodynamic pressure intensity (Pa) at depth y, h = depth of reservoir (m) and Cs = 

coefficient which varies with  shapes of u/s face and depth of water. 
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UNIT 3 

EARTH DAMS 

 INTRODUCTION 

Earth dams for the storage of water for irrigation have been built since the earliest times. These 

dams were however, limited in height but not necessarily in extent. Earth dams are now being 

built to unprecedented heights. Sites which have hitherto been considered unfit for the 

construction of darns are now being exploited. Development of soil mechanics, study of behavior 

of earth dams, and the development of better construction techniques have all been helpful in 

creating confidence to build higher dams with improved designs and more ingenious details. The 

result is that the highest dam in the world today is an earth dam. The highest earth/rockfill dams 

in the world are Roguni U.S.S.R ( 335 m ) Nurek, U.S.S.R. ( 300 m ); (Fig. 5.1) Mica, Tehri India 

( 260 m ) Canada ( 244 m ) and Oroville, U.S.A. ( 235 m ). 

Fig. 5.1 Nurek dam U.S.S.R. 

In spite of these developments it is difficult to establish mathematical solutions to the problems of 

design, and many of its components are still guided by experience or judgment.For a realistic 

design of an earth dam it. is necessary that the foundation conditions and materials of construction 

are thoroughly investigated. It is also necessary that controlled methods of construction are used 

to achieve necessary degree of compaction at predetermined moisture. 

The discussion in the text is limited to design procedure for earth dams which are rolled fill type 

of construction. This type of construction is now being used almost entirely for the construction 

of earth dams to the exclusion of hydraulic and semi-hydraulic fills. In this type, the major portion 

of the embankment is constructed in successive mechanically compacted layers of 150 mm to 220 

mm thickness. 
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Causes of Failures of Earth Dams 
Like most other damages to engineering structures, earth dam failures are caused by improper 

design frequently based on insufficient investigations, and lack of care in construction and 

maintenance. 

Failures of earth darns may be grouped into the following basic causes 

(a) Hydraulic failures

(b) Seepage failures and

(c) Structural failures

Hydraulic Failures 

They account for about one third of the failure of dams and are produced by surface erosion of the 

dam by water. They include wash-outs from overtopping (Fig. l-5-3a), wave erosion of upstream 

face, scour from the discharge of the spillway etc. and erosion from rainfall. 

Seepage Failures 

Seepage of water through the foundation or embankment has been responsible for more than one 

third of earth dam failures. Seepage is inevitable in all earth dams and ordinarily it does no harm. 

Uncontrolled seepage; may however, cause erosion within the embankment or in the foundation 

which may lead to piping (Fig. 5.3 b). Piping is the progressive erosion which develops through 

under the dam. It begins at a point of concentrated seepage where the gradients are sufficiently 

high to produce erosive velocities. If forces resisting erosion i.e. cohesion, inter-locking effect, 

weight of soil particles, action of downstream filter etc. are less than those‘ which tend to cause, 

the soil particles are washed away causing piping failure. 

Seepage failures are generally caused by  

(a) pervious foundations,

(b) leakage through embankments,

(c) conduit leakage and

(d) sloughing.

Pervious Foundations 

Presence of strata and lenses of sand or gravel of high permeability or cavities and fissures in the 

foundation may permit concentrated flow of water from the reservoir causing piping. Presence of 

buried channels under the seat of dam have also been responsible for this. 
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 Leakage Through Embankrnents 

The following are the common causes of embankment leaks which lead to piping: 

(i) Poor construction control which includes insufficient compaction adjacent to outlet conduits

and poor bond between embankment and the foundation or between the successive layers of the 

embankment. 

(ii) Cracking in the embankment or in the conduits caused by foundation settlement (Fig. 5.3 c),

(iii) Animal burrows

(iv) Shrinkage and dry cracks (Fig. 5.3 d)

(v) Presence of roots, pockets of gravel or boulders in the embankment.

Conduit Leakage 

Conduits through the dam have been responsible for nearly one third of the seepage failure and 

more than one eighth of all failures. Failures are of two types (i) contact seepage along the outside 

of the conduit which develops into piping and (ii) seepage through leaks in the conduit which may 

also develop into piping. Contact seepage along the conduit wall is caused either by a zone of 

poorly compacted soil or small gap between the conduit and remainder of the embankment. 

Seepage through poorly compacted zones soon develops into piping. Conduit cracking is caused 

by differential settlement or by overloading fromembankment. 

Sloughing 

Failure due to sloughing takes place where downstream portion of the dam becomes saturated 

either due to choking of filter toe drain, or due to the presence of highly perviouslayer in the body 

of the dam. The process begins when a small amount of material at the downstream toe is eroded 

and produces a small slide. It leaves a relatively steep face which becomes saturated by seepage 

from the reservoir and slumps again, forming a higher and more unstable face. This process is 

continued until the remaining portion of the dam is too thin to withstand the water pressure and 

complete failure occurs. 
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Structural Failures 

Structural failures of the embankment or its foundation account for about one fifth of the total 

number of failures. Structural failures may result in slides in foundation or embankment due to 

various causes as explained below. 

Foundation Failures.Faults and seams of weathered rocks, shale, soft clay strata are responsible 

for the foundation failure in which the top of the embankment cracks and subsides and the lower 

slope moves outward and large mud waves are formed beyond the toe. Another form of 

foundation failure occurs because of excessive pore water pressure in confined seams of silt or 

sand. Pore water pressure in the confined cohesionless seams, artesian pressure in the abutments 

or consolidation of clays interbedded with the sands or silt, reduces the strength of the soil to the 

extent that it may not be able to resist the shear stresses induced by the embankment. The 

movement develops very rapidly without warning. Excess settlement of foundation may also 

cause cracking of the embankment (Fig.5.3 c). 

Types of failures—Earth dams 
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Slides in Embankment (Fig 5.3 f and g) An embankment is subjected to shear stresses imposed by 

pool fluctuations, seepage or earthquake forces. Embankment slides may occur when the slopes 

are too steep for the shear strength of the embankment material to resist the stresses imposed. 

Usually the movement develops slowly and is preceded by cracks on the top or the slope near the 

top. Failure of this type are usually due to faulty design and construction. In high dams slope 

failure may occur during dissipation of pore pressure just after construction. The upstream slope 

failure may occur due to sudden drawdown as shown in fig. 5.3 f. The downstream slope is 

critical during steady seepage condition.  

2 Foundation for Earth Dams 

The essential requirements of a foundation for an. earth dam are (i) that it provides stable support 

for the embankment under all conditions of saturation and loading, and (ii) that it provides 

sufficient resistance to seepage to prevent piping and excessive loss of water. 

In general foundations may be grouped into three main classes according to their 

predominant characteristics. 

1. Rock foundations,

2. Pervious foundations, and

3. Impervious foundations.

3.2.1 Rock Foundations 

These foundations, including shale generally do not present any problem of bearing strength. The 

principal considerations are erosive leakage, excessive loss of water through joints, fissures, 

crevices, permeable strata and along fault planes, etc. Grouting is usually done to treat this type of 

foundation. Shale may however present foundation problems specially if they contain joints, 

faults, seams filled with soft material and weak layers. Such defects and excess pore water 

pressure may control the overall strength of foundation. 

Pervious Foundations 
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Often the foundations for earth dams consist of recent alluvial deposits composed of relatively 

pervious sand and gravels overlying impervious geological formations like rock or clay. There are 

two basic problems with which these types of foundations are associated viz. (i) excessive amount 

of under seepage, and (ii) piping and boils caused by forces exerted due to seepage. The treatment 

which may be provided to control these problems is governed by the thickness of pervious strata 

viz, whether the pervious foundation extend to a moderate depth or to an infinite depth. 

Loose fine sand or coarse silt deposits in a foundation present one of the most difficult problems. 

The difficulty arises not only due to low strength or high compressibility of the loose sand, but 

also through a phenomenon known as liquefaction. A certain fine uniform sand in a loose 

condition when subjected to sudden applications of shock (as in earth quake) loses all its shear 

strength and behaves as though it were a heavy viscous fluid. This phenomenon is exhibited by 

uniform sands which are very fine and consists of rounded grains and their relative density is less 

than 50%. 

Impervious Foundations 

 Foundations of silt and clay extending to large depths are sufficiently impermeable to preclude 

the necessity of providing treatment for under seepage and piping. The main problem with these, 

foundations may be excessive pore water pressure and significant deformations. Where the 

embankments are constructed on foundations consisting of brittle, highly plastic or over-

consolidated clays, serious investigations are required as their presence may cause excessive 

deformations. The embankment design in such cases would be controlled by likely strains in the 

foundations. If there is silt and clay to large depths, then there is not much necessity of providing 

treatment for under seepage and piping. The main problem with these foundations is of stability 

for which generally the slopes of the embankments are made flatter or berms on either side are 

provided. 
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Design Criteria of Earth Dams 
Based on the experience of failures, the following main design criteria may be laid down for the 

safety of an earth dam. 

1.To prevent hydraulic failures the dam must be so designed that erosion of the embankment is

prevented. 

This implies that the following conditions are satisfied. 

(a) Spillway capacity is sufficient to pass the peak flow.

(b) Overtopping by wave action at maximum water level is prevented.

(c) The original height of structure is sufficient to maintain the minimum safe freeboard after

settlement has occurred. 

(d) Erosion of the embankment due to wave action and surface run-off does not occur.

(e) The crest should be wide enough to withstand wave action and earthquake shock.

2.To prevent the seepage failures, the flow of water through the body of the dam and its

foundation must not be sufficiently large in quantity to defeat the purpose of the structure nor at a 

pressure sufficiently high to cause piping. 

This implies that 

(a) Quantity of seepage water through the dam section and foundation should be limited.

(b) The seepage line should be well within the downstream face of the dam to prevent sloughing.

(c) Seepage water through the dam or foundation should not remove any particle or in other

words cause piping. The driving force depends upon the pressure gradient while the resisting 

force depends upon the strength characteristics of the boundary material. 

(d) There should not be any leakage of water from the upstream to downstream face. Such

leakage may occur through conduits, at joints between earth and concrete sections or through 

holes made by aquatic animals. 

3. To prevent structural failures, the embankment and its foundation must be stable under all

conditions. 

This implies that 
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(i) The upstream and downstream slopes of the embankment should be stable under all loading

conditions to which they may be subjected including earthquake. 

(ii) The foundation shear stresses should be within the permissible limits of shear strength of the

material. 

Prevention of Erosion-Embankment Details 

Spillway Capacity 

It must be calculated and fixed by relevant hydrological studies and flood routing such that 

sufficient freeboard is available between the maximum flood level and top of the dam. 

Freeboard for wave action 

The required allowance for waves is based on the effect of wind of maximum velocity blowing 

down the reservoir and setting up a wave splash on the dam face. Various empirical formulae 

depending on wind velocity and reservoir fetch have been suggested for computing wave heights. 

The MolitorStevenson formulas are normally used which are 

hw = 0.032 FV 0.763 0.2714 F 

where F 32 km. (5.4) 

hw = 0.032 FV , where F > 32 km. (5.5) 

where hw = wave height in meters measured between trough and crest. 

V = wind velocity in km per hour 

F = fetch in kilometers. 

On a sloping surface the wave rides along the slope upto a vertical height of 1.5 times the wave 

Height above the reservoir level hence 1.5 hw is provided as freeboard. 

According to U.S.B.R. criteria distinction is to be made between the normal and minimum Free 

boards. Normal freeboard is defined as the difference in elevation between the crest of the 

dam and normal reservoir water surface. According to the fetch of reservoir the freeboard may 

be provided as given in Table 5.1 
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Settlement allowance 

Settlement of an embankment will be caused by consolidation in the foundation and in the fill. A 

settlement allowance of 2% is considered adequate and is generally provided. However, in case of 

dams of more than 30m height, an extra 1% allowance is provided to account for the settlement 

due to earthquake. 

Upstream slope protection 

Surface protection of upstream slope is meant to prevent the destructive wave action. Usual type 

of surface protection for the upstream slope is stone rip-rap either dry dumped or hand placed. 

When a thin layer is used, hand placed rip-rap may be more economical than dumped rip-rap. 

There are several empirical methods to find out the thickness of rip-rap. These methods take into 

account the wave height, embankment slope, weight of average size rock and its specific gravity. 

Design Criteria 

The following criteria of upstream protection is being adopted by Central Design Directorate of 

Irrigation Department, Uttar Pradesh. 

(i) Upto 5 m height of bound No pitching

(ii) Between 5 m and 10 m 0.25 m stone pitching over 0.15 m graded shingle or spalls.

(iii) Above l0m and upto 15m 0.30 m stone pitching over 0.15 m graded shingle or spalls.
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(iv) Above 15 m and upto 25 m 0.5 m stone pitching over 0.25 m graded shingle or spalls.

(v) Above 25 m and upto 50m 0.5 m stone pitching over 0.3 m grade shingle or spalls.

(vi) Above 50 m and upto 75 0.75 m stone pitching over 0.5 m graded shingle or spalls.

(vii) Above 75 m 1.0 m stone pitching over 0.75 m graded shingle.

The entire upstream face should be pitched right upto the top of bund. 

Downstream Slope Protection 

The problem of erosion of downstream slopes due to surface runoff may be effectively controlled 

by turfing. In area too deficient in rainfall during parts of the year to maintain a proper cover, 

berms and other erosion control be applied. 

Crest Width 

The crest or top width of an earth dam should not be less than 4 m for maintenance purposes. 

However, the width depends on several considerations such as (i) nature of embankment material 

and minimum allowable percolation distance through the embankment at normal reservoir water 

level (ii) height and importance of structure (iii) required width to provide embankment mass for 

resistance to earthquake shock and (iv) roadway requirements. Common practice is fairly well 

represented by the formula, 

Bt = 5/3. H 

Selection of Type of Earth Dams 
The selection of type of dam i.e. earth, rock fill, concrete, concrete gravity, concrete arch, buttress 

etc. When a particular site favours an earth dam, a further decision must be made as to the type of 

earth dam. 

The type of earth dam would be dictated essentially by the materials available at or near the site as 

also the foundations. In the interest of economy, the design of earth dam should be adopted to the 

full utilization of the available materials. Thus, if nothing but sand is available the design should 

utilize the sand in the natural state for the bulk of the dam, limiting the imported material like clay 

or silt fore providing impervious member to the minimum. 
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Earth dams may be classified into three main types : 

1. Homogeneous type

2. Zoned type and

3. Diaphragm type

Homogeneous Type 

A purely homogeneous type of dam is composed entirely of a single type of material as shown in 

fig. 5.23 a. Since the action of seepage is not favourable in such a purely homogeneous section, 

the upstream slope should be, relatively flat for safety in rapid drawndown (when embankment is 

relatively impervious, and the downstream slope must also be flat to provide a slope sufficiently 

stable to resist the forces resulting from a high saturation level. For a completely homogeneous 

section, it is inevitable that seepage emergence will occur in the downstream slope approximately 

at about one third the water depth regardless of permeability of material or slope flatness. Though 

formerly very common, the pure homogenous section has fallen into disuse because of the 

development of a modified homogeneous section (Fig. 5.23 b) in which small ‗amount of 

carefully placed drainage materials control the action of seepage and thus permit much steeper 

slopes. 
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A fully homogeneous section might be found convenient where the slopes are required to be flat 

because of a weak foundation, although even in this case some drainage measures may be 

necessary. The modified homogeneous type of embankment is most suitable in localities where 

readily available soils show practically no variation in permeability. 

Zoned type 

It is the most common type of dam section in which a central impervious core is flanked by shells 

of materials considerably more pervious. The shells enclose and protect the core; the upstream 

shell affords stability against rapid drawdown and the downstream shell acts as a drain that 

controls the line of seepage. For most effective control of steady seepage or drawdown seepage, 

the section should have a progressive increase in permeability from the centre towards each slope 

( Fig. 5.24 ). Innumerable modifications might be made of the zoned type section depending upon 

the arrangements of seepage control and drainage arrangements 

. 

The width, of core in the zoned type can be chosen, within reasonable limits, to meet the best 

adjustment in the quantity and the cost of impervious soils available. The minimum width should 

be adequate to reduce seepage and permit ease of construction. The minimum base width should 

be equal to the height of the embankment. If the width is less than the height of the embankment, 

the dam is considered as diaphragm type. Similarly if the core is larger than the size shown in fig. 

5.25 the dam may be considered as homogeneous type. 
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All transitions between materials, of different gradations subject to seepage must be checked for 

filter action. If the gradation range between adjacent zones of the dam or foundation is so great 

that a natural filter will not be established, a special filter zone will be required to provide the 

necessary filter action. 

Diaphragm type  

In this type the entire dam is composed of pervious material i.e. sand, gravel or rock and thin 

diaphragm of impervious materials is provided to retain water. The diaphragm may consist of 

earth, cement concrete, or other material in the central or upstream face of the dam. 

The position of the impervious diaphragm may vary to extreme limits-upstream face on one side 

and central core on the other end. The intermediate cases are termed as burned blanket or inclined 

diaphragm type as shown in fig. 5.27. 
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Diaphragm type earth dam 

Inclined diaphragm type earth dam 

Internal diaphragm of rigid materials like concrete have the disadvantage of getting ruptured due 

to settlement of the dam. 

Drainage In Earth Dams 
Drainage in earth dams is primarily provided to bring the phreatic line well within the 

downstream face. A proper drainage system also helps in avoiding heaving and piping by 

arresting the soil particles, which may otherwise move by seepage discharge. The drainage system 

also reduces the pore water pressure in the downstream portion of the dam and thus the stability 

of the downstream face is increased. 

Design of drainage arrangement is governed mainly by the height of the dam, availability of 

pervious material, and the permeability of the foundation. Different types ofarrangements are 

shown in fig. 5.15 and short description of each follows. 
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Horizontal drainage blanket 

The horizontal blanket is provided over that portion of the foundation downstream from the 

impervious zone of the dam where high upward seepage forces exist. The blanket must be 

pervious to drain off effectively and its design should fulfill the usual filter criteria, in order to 

prevent the movement of particles of the foundation or embankment by seepage discharge. 

They may be provided on homogeneous pervious foundations overlain by thin impervious layers, 

in order to stabilize the foundation and relieve pressures that may break through the impervious 

layer. The requirement of the length of blanket may be determined theoretically by means of flow 

net, provided the horizontal and vertical permeability of the foundation are known. Generally a 

length three times the height of dam is sufficient. The horizontal blanket is generally combined 

with a rock toe (Fig. 5.15 a). 

Chimney Drains 

The main disadvantage of the horizontal drainage blankets is to make the earth dam embankment 

stratified and consequently more pervious in the horizontal direction. The inclined or vertical 

chimney drains are thus provided in many homogeneous dams to intercept seepage water before it 

reaches the downstream slope. A number of dams with chimney arrangements have recently been 

constructed in this country. 
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Rock Toe 

The rock toe consists of sizes usually varying from 15 cm to 20 cm ( Fig. 5.16 ). Transition filter 

is required to be provided between the homogeneous fill and the rock toe. The filter usually 

comprises 
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The capacity of the filter should as a rule be kept twice the discharge calculated by the Darcy‘s 

formula. 

The minimum required height of rock toe is governed by two factors 

(a) The minimum allowable cover on the phreatic line.

(b) Downstream water level.

A minimum cover of 1 m between the seepage line and downstream slope is considered adequate. 

The height of rock toe is generally kept between 1/3 to 1/4 the height of the dam. The top of rock 

toe must be sufficiently higher than the tail water level to prevent any wave splashes on the 

downstream face. Sometimes it may not be economical to raise the level of rock toe for this 

purpose. In such cases stone pitching extending to a minimum vertical height of 1.5 m above the 

downstream-H.F.L. is provided in continuation of the rock toe. Generally the discharge face 

(inward face) of rock toe is kept at slope of 1:1 and the outer face is a continuation of the 

downstream slope. In case of high dams, considerable economy can be affected by providing a 

berm 3 m to 6 m wide at top of the rock toe and reducing its outer slope to 1.5:1 to 2:1. 

Toe Drains and Drainage Trenches 

The purpose of these drains is to collect the seepage from the horizontal blanket which discharges 

into the spillway stilling basin or into the river channel below the dam. Toe drains are also used 

on impervious foundations to ensure that any seepage that may come through the foundation or 

the embankment is collected and the ground water is kept below the surface to avoid the creation 

of boggy areas below the dam. The toe drains ( Fig. 5.17 ) may be of vitrified clay or perforated 

asphalt dipped corrugated metal pipe. Drainage trenches can be used to control seepage where the 

top stratum is thin and pervious foundation is shallow so that the trench can be built to penetrate 

the aquifer substantially. Where the pervious foundation is deep, a drainage trench of any 

reasonable depth would attract only a small portion of under seepage, its effect would be local and 

detrimental because the under seepage would by pass the trench. A typical design of drainage 

trench is shown in fig. 5.18 
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The filter comprising the drainage layers should be designed in accordance with the filter criteria. 
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PART B 

Irrigation Design –Drawing 

Design of surplus weir. 

Estimation of Flood discharge entering the tank 

Combined catchment area of group of tanks= 25.89sq.kms 

Intercepted catchment area of he upper tanks= 20.71sq.kms 

Flood discharge entering the tank in question is determined by the formula 

  Type formula here 

 Where C may be assumed as 9.00 and c may be assumed an 1.50 

Q= 67.45 cubic meters. 

Length of the surplus  weir. 

Water is to be stored upto level of 12.00m. i.e FTL of tank is 12.00 and so, the crest level of the 

surplus weir has to be kept at 12.00m 

Submersion of foreshore lands is limited to 12.75m i.e MWL of the tank is kept at 12.75m 

Therefore head of discharge over the weir is 12.75- 12.00= .75m 

Since temporary regulating arrangement are to be made on top of the weir, to store water at times 

of necessity, grooved dam stones of 15cms x 15cms, will be fixed in the centre of the crest at 1 

meter intervals with top at MWL 

The weir may be assumed as a broad crested weir. So the discharge per meter length of the weir is 

given by  

Cd= 

Where Cd is 0.562 and h=0.75m 

Q= 1.66 h(2/3)

= 1.66 h(2/3)

= 1.08 cubic meters/second 

Clear length of surplus weir required = 67.45/1.08 

= 63.00 meters 
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Since the dam stones are to be fixed on top at 1 meter clear intervals, the number of openings will 

be 63.  

So the number of dam stones required is 62 Nos.  

Size of dam stone 15cms x 15cms. And the projecting length above crest will be 75cms. 

Therefore the overall length of surplus weir between abutment s is 63.00+ 62x 0.15= 75.30 meters 

.However provide an overall length of 75.00meters. 

Weir 

Crest level         + 12.00FTL 

Top of dam stone = 12.75 MWL 

Ground level   =11.00  

Level where hard soil at foundations is met with 9.50 

Taking foundations about 0.50meters deeper into hard soil, the foundation level can be be fixed at 

9.00. the foundation concrete may be usually 0.60m thick 

 top of the foundation concrete = 9.60 

Height of weir above foundations = 12.00 – 9.60 = 2.40m 

Crest width 

Generally the crest width is assumed as equal  to 0.55(  where H is the height of the 

weir and h is the head over the weir ( both H and h expressed in meters) 

A = 0.55(  = 0.55( = 1.3m 

This gives a crest width of about 1.3m. This width may be adopted. 

Base width  

Check the stability of the weir such that the resultant thrust due to overturning water pressure 

when water on the upstream side is up to the top of shutters and weight of mansory of the wier 

passes through the middle third. In such cases the maximum overturning moment due to wataer 

thrust is equal to  

Mo= (H+ S)3/6

Where H is the Height of weir above the foundation and S is the height of shutters. 

The slope of weir on either side being the same , the restoring moment M of the weir due to the 

weight of masonry is  
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Where p= specific gravity of masonry 

H= height of weir 

a= crest of the weir 

b= base of the weir 

S= height of the shutters above the weir crest. i.e 1.30 

S= 0.75, p may be taken as 2.25 substituting these values b will be 2.40 meters. The weir will 

have a trapezoidal profile as shown in figure.  

Abutments, wings, and returns 

The top width of abutments, wings, and returns will all be uniformly 0.50m with a front batter of 

1 in 8. Length of the wing walls must be enough to completely encase the tank bund as shown in 

figure. 

Abutments 

Portion AB is called the abutment. It has its top level same as that of the tank bund at 14.50 and 

has its length at top same as that of the top width of bund. 
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The height of abutment above foundation concrete = 14.50 – 9.60= 4.90m.  

The bottom width required is about 4.90x 0.4 = 1.96 or say 2.00m 

The section indicated in figure.  

The wall BD is called upstream wing wall. The section of the wing wall at B is same as the 

section of the abutment. 

This wing wall start sloping down from B till it reaches about 30cms. Above MWL i.e level of 

12.75+0.30 = 13.05 at C. 

So , the portion of wing wll BC will be having its top sloping down from 14.50 to 13.05 

Section of the wing wall at C 

Height of wall above top of foundation 13.05- 9.60= 3.45 meters. 

 base width is required 

3.45x0.40= 1.38 or 1.40m adopt the section as given in figure 4.4 

The top width from B to C is the same as 0.50 meters but the bottom width gets slowly reduced 

rom 2.00meters at section B to 1.40meters at section C. 

Level wing and return 

Since the level wing and return i.e portions CD and DE hve to be throughtout 30cms above MWL 

the same section of wall at C can be adopted. 
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Upstream side transition 

In order to give an easy approach , the upstream side wing wall may be splayed as shown . i.e 

generally at 1 in 3. 

Downstream side wings and returns.  

As the water after passing over the weir goes down rapidly to normal MFL in the water course, 

the wings and returns need not be high as those on the upstream side. 

The wing wall from A to F will slope down till the top reaches the ground level at F. The section 

of wing wall at A will be the same as that of the abutments.  

The top wing wall at F may be fixed at 11.00 same as the ground level/  

So the height of wall above foundation concrete is 11.00- 9.60= 1.40 m 

The base width required is 1.40x0.40= 0.56meters or adopt a minimum base width of 0.60meters. 

provide a section as indicated in figure 4.5 

The same section is continued for the return FG also. 

Downstream transition. 

The downstream side wings are given a splay of 1 in 5 as shown in figure 4.2  
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Aprons of  the weir 

The ground level at site of weir is 11.00  

Upstream Aprons. 

Generally no apreons are required on the upstream side of the weir. Howeverit is desirable to 

provide puddle apron as shown in figure 4.6.  

It is also sometimes provided with nominal rough stone apron 30cms. Thick packed well on 

puddle clay apron. 

In case where the head of percolation is great, in order to reduce the length of aprons on the 

downstream side of the weir, it is necessary to provide upstream side solid apron. This apron is 

not subject to any uplifts and hence can be norminal thickness. However this acts in considerably 

reducing the creep length and consequently reduces th elenghts and thickness of aprons, 

downstream of the weir. 
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Downstream aprons. 

Since the ground level is falling down to 10.00 in a distance of about 6 meters, it is desirable to 

provide a stepped apron as shown in figure.4.7. the stepping may be in two stages. 

The aprons may be designed for a hydraulic gradient of 1 in 5 so that the residual gradient at the 

exit of aprons can be limited to 1 in 5 which is safe enough and will not start undermining the 

structure. 

Maximum uplift pressure are experienced on the down stream aprons when the water level in the 

tank is upto Top of dam stone level i.e to 12.75 with no water on the downstream side.  

However assume that the downstream water elevation is ta 10.00 i.e the level of the lowest solid 

apron. 

Total uplift head acting= 12.75 – 10.00= 2.75meters. 

If the residual uplift gradient is to be limited to 1/5, then we require aprons to accommodate a 

total creep length of 2.75 x 5= 13.75meters. The upstream water has  to percolate under the 

foundations of the weir, if it has to establish any uplifts under the aprons. The possible path of 

percolation is shown in the figure. 4.7.  

Assuming the puddle apron formed on the upstream of the weir to be not impervoius , the water 

will start percolating from A at a level of 11.00 and reach B and C . then it will follw CD under 

the foundation concrete. From here, it will follow the least path D to E under the end cut-off and 

then appear at F. ie the lower solid apron. So the total length of percolation 

AB+BC+CD+DE+EF= 1.40+ 0.60+ 3.00+DE+ 1.00 

= DE+ 6.00 
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This length must not be less than 13.75 meters , if the structures is to be safe. 

DE+ 6.000= 13.75 

DE= 7.75meters. 

The total lengh to of  solid apron from the body wall as provided in the drawing is 8 meters  and 

this will be enough. These can be reduced  if the upstream side puddle clay apron is really 

impervoius . To ensure safety, the whole upstream side apron can be packed with stone and well 

grouted with cement concrete.  

At the end of the second apron retaining wall of the downstream side apron , a nominal 3 to 5 

meter length of talus with a thickness of 50cms. May be provided as a safety device. 

Thickness of solid apron 

The maximum uplift on the apron floor is felt immediately above point D in the sketch. 

Assuming a thickness of 80cms of apron  the bottom level of apron is 10.20creep length from D 

to the bottom of apron is 1.20meters. 

Total creep length from point A on the upstream side upto the point above D under the solid 

apron is 1.40+ 0.60+3.00+1.20 = 6.20 

Head lost in percolation along the path upto the point = 6.20/5 = 1.24meters. 

Residual head exerting uplift under the apron= 2.75- 1.24= 1.51 meters. 

Since the bottom of apron is above the assumed tail water elevation , the weight of concrete fully 

takes care of the uplift, as there is no loss of weight in concrete due to buoyancy. 

Each meter depth of concrete can withstand a head of 2.25 meters by a self weight of apron alone.  

Allowing an extra 20percent thickness to withstand any variations, the thickness of apron required 

is (1.51/2.25) X (6/5)= 0.805 meters or say 80cms 

So, provide the first solid apron as 80 cms thick . The second apron can be similarly checked and 

a thickness of 50cms. will be quite sufficient. 
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Design of Tank sluice with tower head 
The earthen dam of an irrigation tank has the following data. 

Top width of bund------ 2m 

Side slopes of bund --- 2:1 on both sides 

R.L of top of bund------128.50

F.T.L ----------------------125.50 

M.W.L------------------126.50

Average lower water level---123.00 

G.L--------------122.50

Good foundation----121.50 

A canal is to draw water through sluice irrigation 160 hectares at an average duty of 700 

hectares/cumecs. Assume conveyance loss as 15%. The details of the canal on the downstream 

side are bed level—122.00 

FSL – 122.50, TBL --- 123.50, side slope 1 ½ : 1  

Draw a scale 1) Longitudunal section along the c.l of the barrel 

2) Half plan at top and half at foundation

3) cross section of the tower head and of the rectangular barrel

Solution: Item 1: Sluice opening 

Discharge required = Area/duty = 160/700= 0.228 m3/s

Add 15% for conveyance loss, design discharge = 0.15x 0.228= 0.262 m3/s

The sill or floor of the barrel will be at the canal bed level i.e 122.00 

Low water level at -123.00 

.. Total avail head= l.w.l – sill level= 123.00- 122.00= 1m 

However assume on the effective head, h= 0.3m 

(note: the effective head ‗h‘ may be taken as 25% to 60% of the total head, depending on the 

discharge) 

Discharge through circular opening is given by  

Type the formula 

(note: Minimum diameter of opening = 30cm, Maximum diameter = 50cm. if required area is 

large , think of 2 or more opening of diameter about 40cm, instead of 1 large opening) 

Diameter = 0.48m, say 50cm diameter 
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For the above circular opening assume a barrel size of 65cmx 75cm high . The minimum size of 

the barrel is 60x75cm high. 

Item no 2. Rectangular barrel 

The figure shows a vertical section through the top of earth bund. It cuts the rectangular barrel at, 

but it cuts the earth bund along the barrel 

Internal six of the barrel has been assumed as 65cmx75cmhigh. Assume cross section of side wall 

as shown , which will be checked for stability. Assume density of earth as 2200 kg/ m3 , of

mansory as 2100 kg/ m3

a) Design of R.CC roof slab
Clear span = 0.65m bearing width= 0.2m

Effective span =l=0.85m

Assume 15cm thick slab

Self weight = 0.15x2500= 375kg/m

Weight of earth= 5.6x2200= 12320kg/m

Total mdl= 12695kg/m

M= wl2/8 = 1146.5kgm.

For M20 and CTD bars k=9.1 j=0.9
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Required effective depth = d = = 1146.5x102/9.1x100 = 11.22cm

 Assume an overall depth of 15cm 

Take d= 15-3= 12cm 

Ast= = 4.62cm2

Spacing of min 12mm diameter = 1.13x100/ 4.62 = 20cm c/c 

Dist steel 0.12/100 ( 100x15)  

Spacing of min 8mm diameter 

b) Stability of side wall
Assume dia = 30, Ka = 1- sin / 1+ sin

earth = 2200 kg/m3

kg/m3

earth pressure on the side wall is given by Pa= Ka earth Z kg/m3

Z= depth below the surface of earth 

Pa at the top of wall = 1/3 x 2200x5.6 = 4107 kg/m2 ( Z= 5.6m)

Pa at bottom of wall = 1/3x 220x6.5= 4767 kg/m2 

consider 1m length of wall ( perpendicular to paper) 

active earth pressure=Pa=( area of pressure diagram) 

Pa= (4107+ 4767)/2x 0.9= 3993kg 
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Taking the moment about A of all forces 

Item Magnitude of 

force in kg 

V  (kg)  H (kg) Lever arm 

from A (m) 

Moment 

about A 

W1 (1/2x 

0.6x0.9)2100 

567 - 0.7 

W2 (0.5x0.9)2100 945 - 0.25 

W3 (1/2x 

0.6x0.9)2200 

597 - 0.9 

W4 (0.9x5.6)2200 11088 - 0.65 

R Wl/2 = 

12695x1.05/2 

6665 - 0.1 

Pa 3993kg 3993 Y= 0.439m 

Position of resultant from A = x=∑M/ ∑V = 0.367m 

.. eccentricity ―e‖ of the resultant = b/2 – x = ( b = base width) 

E= 0.182m 

 e< b/6 

Hence there will be no vertical tension on the base.  

Max. vertical compressive stress is given by 

Fv= ∑V/b (1+ 6e/b) 

Fv= 36112 kg/m2 = 36.112t/m2 < 60t/ m2 (Hence safe)

Item No3:  Tower head. 

The gate, the RCC diaphragm of circular opening is provided in a masonry well. The top of the 

well may be kept 30cm above MWL 
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Top of the well be at 126.80 

Assume internal dia as 1.25m. Assume the thickness of the wall as shown 

(note: The tower head is designed as a thick layer. The loading on (1m ht of the cylinder. The 

cylinder of the external earth pressure acting radially inwards. The internal radial pressure due to 

water is not considered. Under this loading, there will be both radial as well as the circumferential 

stress as shown. The hoop and radius stresses in the material are given by fr= a+ b/ r2, fh= a-b/r2

Cd= 3.75-3.4= 0.35m 

Hatched area A= ½(0.35+3) x1.7 

=2.85m2

Further l= ai= 3.75m, H=4.8 

C= 1+ 4.5 A =1.71 

Lateral earth pressure at any depth ―h‖ below the top of the well is given by 

Pa= Ka. rearth. H 

Ka= (1- sin  / 1+sin = 1/3 
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Pa= 1/3x 1.71x 2200 x h kg/m2

Design of thick cyl 

H= depth below top of well= 4.8m 

Pa= 1/3 x 1.71 x 2200 x 4.8 kg/m2

= 6019 kg/m2 external loading

Radial stress Fr= a+ b/r2

Boundary condition on radial stress 

i) At ri = 0.625m   Fr=0
ii) At re=1.325m    Fr= Pa= 6019 kg/m2

a+ b/(0.625)2 = 0

a+ b/(1.325)2 = 6019

b= -3024, a= 7741.5

The hoop stress is given by fh= a- b/r2

At inner radius ri = 0.625m

by fh= 7741.5+ 3024/(0.625)2 = 15483 kg/m2< 60t/ m2 (hence safe).

A rectangular cistem is provided at the downstream of the barrel to decipate the K.E of water. The 

size of the cistem is as shown in the drawing. The top of the cistem wall as well as the 

downstream wall will be kept at the canal TBL. 

The water faces of all walls will be kept vertical. 
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Note. The top of the floor of the barrel is at 122.00, which is the sill level. This c.c floor will be 

extended to form the foundation for all walls such as the side walls of the barrel, cistem walls and 

upstream wing walls ( but not for head walls) Thus the bottom of all these walls will be at 122.00. 

Note . The figure shows the rough layout plan of the tank sluice as indicated below. 
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Design of Canal drop 
Design a canal drop of the notch type for the following data. 

Canal  particulars Upstream canal Downstream canal 

Bed width 8m 8m 

Bed level 20.00 18.00 

F.S.L 21.50 19.50 

TBL Top of Bank level 22.50 20.00 

The ground at site is at 20.50, Good foundation level= 18.50.The side slopes for the canal may be 

taken as 1:1 in cutting and 1 ½ : 1 in filling. 

Design the drop wall, the notches, solid apron. Draw to scale 

i) ½ front and ½ sectional elevation
ii) ½  plan at bottom and ½ at top
iii) Cross section along the flow through one of the notches.

Solution : Notches : Assume 3 notches an consider one notch for analysis . 

The conditions of full supply and ½ supply will be as follows. 

a) Full supply discharge / notch= 8.0/3 m3/s
b) Full supply depth (d) = 1.5m (on upstream side)
c) Half supply discharge/notch= 4/3 m3/s
d) Half supply depth (dc) = 2/3 x full supply depth

=2/3 x 1.5= 1m 

Discharge through 1 trapezoidal notch is given by Q 

Type formula  

Cd= 0.7, dc= upstream depth 

Substituting the 2 conditions , we get 
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L+ 0.6n= 0.7443 

L+ 0.4n= 0.6837,  

Where n= 0.303 and l= 0.56, say 0.6m 

Also top width of notch= L+nDc( use full supply) 

=0.6+0.303x1.5 

=1.05 = 1.1mdc 

Notch wall or notch pier 

The top of the notch wall will be kept at upstream FSL= 21.50m 

The notch wall rests on the drop wall 

Thickness of notch wall= dc/2= 80cm. 

The sides of the notch wall are kept vertical. 

(Note: The length of the notch wall i.e the distance from abutment to abutment measured at the 

top of the notch wall should be about 7/8 canal bed width) 

Drop wall. The figure shows part of the cross section EF, in which the screen is placed parallel to 

the flow, but the screen EF should pass through of the notches. 

The top of the drop wall will be kept at the upstream bed level i.e at 20.00 

      The top width of the drop wall may be kept at 15-30cm more than that of the notch wall . 

Hence assume top thickness of 1m 

Note: The bottom width and R.L of bottom of the drop wall can be obtained only after designing 

the water cushion. 
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Water cushion: 

The depth of water cushion x is obtained from x+ d1= 0.91dc

X=0.4m 

Height of drop wall H= Hl+x = 2.4m 

R.L of bottom of drop wall = 20-2.4

= 17.60 

( note The apron is extended to form the foundation for the drop wall , we see that the top of the 

apron will also be at 17.60) 

B= H+dc/ 

    = 2.6m   where G= 2.25 

Provide symmetrical batter on upstream side and downstream sides for the drop wall 

Solid apron 

The top of the solid apron will be at 17.60. Thickness of apron t= ½ (  = 1m 

Rl of bottom of apron= 16.60 

The minimum and maximum length of the apron from the toe A are 

Lmin= 1.5+ 2 = 4.96m 

Lmax= 2dc+ 2 = 6.50m 

Assume L= 5.5m (or 5m or 6m) 

Bed pitching and Rivetment 

( note Stone pitching provided on earth slopes is known as rivetment) 

Length of upstream rivetment= 3dc= 5m 

Length of downstream rivetment= 4(d+H)= 14mThe length of bed pitching will be kept rivetment 

= 7m 

Provide a 1:5 reverse slope to connect apron and downstream bed. 
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Abutment wing wall and return 

Note : 1. For the drop wall, the abutment, wing wall, downstream return only, we extend the solid 

apron in order to form the foundation. Thus the bottom of the above walls will be at 17.60, It in 

the top of the apron. 

But, this level should satisfy the good foundations requirement(18.50) 

We see that in this case it is ok 

17.60 well below good foundation level, however the apron is not extended below the upstream 

wing wall. For this wall we provide a separate strip foundation based on good foundation level as 

usual. 

Note : 2. The top of the bank is the highest level of the earth in the canal. The top of any wall in 

contact with the earth of the canal at respect to TBL. Thus on the upstream side the top of the wall 

must be at the upstream TBL of 22.50, similarly on the downstream side the top of the return 

which is in contact with the canal should be at the downstream TBL of 20.50 

The abutment is in contact with the upstream TBL. 

Note: 3. Since the top of the upstream wing wall is kept level at the upstream TBL, we donot 

provide return on the upstream side. Also the downstream wing wall will slope down from 
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22.50(u/s TBL to d/s TBL) the top of the downstream return wall will be kept at the downstream 

TBL 

Note 4: The end of downstream wing wall will lie both at the end of the apron and the canal bed 

time. But on the upstream side there is no apron, hence it is the upstream wing wall will be 

splayed at 45. Also the upstream wing wall will be extended 50cm into the upstream top of the 

bank. 

Similarly the downstream return will be extended by 50cm into the downstream top of the bank. 

This will automatically fix the length of upstream wing wall and downstream return. 

Abutment 

Top of the abutment will be at upstream TBL ie. 22.50. 

Its bottom will be at 17.60 

Bottom thickness= 0.4H=2m 

Side slope 1:8 batter on water side. 

Length of the abutment at the bottom ie. The distance at a will be kept = bottom width of the drop 

wall is 2.6m. 

Downstream wing wall 

Upstream TBL= 22.50= top of abutment 

Downstream TBL= 20.50 

The top of the abutment is at 22.50 
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Take of the downstream return at downstream TBLi.e 20.50 

Thus top of upstream wing wall will slope down from 12.50 to 20.50 

Top of the downstream return will be level at 22.50. Hence we have the following sections 

The downstream return will be extended by 50cm into the downstream top of the bank. 

The splay of the downstream will be automatically fixed in the drawing . 

Upstream wing wall. 

The top of the upstream wing wall be kept level at the upstream TBL. Ie. At 22.50Good 

foundation is at 18.50. Thus the bottom of the wall will be at the level as shown below. 

The upstream wing wall will be splayed by 45 with the flow direction. It can be extended by 

50cm into the upstream bank as shown. 
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Note 1. The free board in the canal is th evertical distance between the FSL to the TBL. 

If not given it may be assumed between 75cm- 1.5m, depending on the site of the canal. 

Note2. The Berm is the horizontal platform at Ground level but within the canl Crosssection. 

Assume berm width 0.5m-3m. 

Note 3. Side slopes of the canal may be assumed as cutting—1:1 or 11/2 : 1 ( H:V) 

Filling     11/2 :1 or 2:1 

Note4. The top of the bank is the highest level of the earth in the canal . This level should be 

above the FSL by a distance known as free board. The top width of the bank may be assumed 

from 1m – 6m. 

Note 5. Standard cross section of th ecanal.The canal may be partly in cutting and partly in filling 

or it may be fully in cutting as .  

In this case the ground level it gives sufficient free board. Hence cutting, filling is not required. 

However we provide small banks known as spoil banks as shown. In this case the TBL will be at 

Ground level. Large banks in filling are required if the Ground level is such that it cannot give 

sufficient fee board as shown below.  
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Note 6.In our case the cross section of the upstream and downstream canals will be as follows. 

a) Upstream canal
Bed level= 20.00

FSL        =21.50 

GL =20.50 

We should see whether ground level can provide sufficient free board or not. In this case ground 

level cannot provided sufficient free board and hence we must provide fillings above ground 

level. If we assume free board of 1mabove FSL the upstream TBL will be at 22.50, as given. Thus 

the section will be partly in cutting and partly in filling. 

Downstream canal. 

Bed level = 18.00 

FSL          =19.50 

GL = 20.50 
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The ground level in this case is sufficieent to provide which is 1m in this case. Hence the canal is 

in full cutting, and ground level itself becomes the TBL on the downstream side.However provide 

small protection. 

The fig shows the full sectional elevation AB, which is placed  perpendicular to the flow. 

The length at the top of notch wall should be about 7/8canal bed with which becomes 7m in this 

case. The length of the notch wall between notches should not be less than dc/2. Further the length 

of the end notch walls should not be less than the intermediate walls. Also in this case the length 

of the notch at the top is 1.1m . Hence the length of various portions of notch wall can be assumed 

as shown . 
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Design of Canal Cross regulator: Cum road bridge 

The following are the particulars of the canal regulator –cum Road Bridge. 

Canal  particulars Upstream canal Downstream canal 

Full supply discharge 22 m3/s 18m3/s

Bed level 26.00 26.00 

F.S.L 28.00 27.70 

TBL Top of Bank level 29.00 28.70 

Bed width 13.0m 13.0m 

The ground at site is at 28.00m, Hard garvel is at 25.00, Right bank width=5m.and left band 

width=2m. Provide single canal road width of 3.65m width 22.50m, thick kerbs on either side.  

(min single road width=3.65m, for multiple lane min road width = 5.5m) 

Draw to scale 

i) ½ front and ½ longitudinal section elevation
ii) ½  plan at bottom and ½ at top
iii) Cross section at mid span.

Solution : Vent way.

The discharge Q= 18 m3/s i.e (downstream discharge), Head causing flow thorugh the vents.

A= Upstream FSl – Downstream FSL= 0.3m of water

Q= Cd. A.

  Cd= coeffcient of discharge= 0.75 

Crosssection area of flow , A= 9.89 m2

But th edownstream depth of flow = 1.7m 

Clear linear water way required = 9.89/ 1.7= 5.82m 

Provide 3 spans of 2m clear width (total clear width= 6m) 
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Assume peir thickness=1m ( 2 peirs for 3 spans) 

Total linear water way ( abutment to abutment) = 3x2+ 2x1= 8mThe sill or floor of the vent is 

formed by solid apron and is kept at the upstream bed level i.e 26.00 

2. Road way: Provide 20cm thich RCC continuous slab for the bridge

Clear road width = 3.65m, widht of the kerb=22.5cm,  

Assume ht of the kerb= 40cm(40-60cm) 

Upstream FSL=28.00 

Assume free board of 1m, ( free board ie,  the vertical distance from MWL to th eunder side of the 

bridge) 

Rl of bottom of RCC slab= 29.00m 

RCC slab= 20cm thick, take an thickness of wearing coarse as 10cm 

RL of top of RCC slab= 29.20m 

Road formation levele= 29.30m 

3.Shutters;( Gates)

The verical gates are provided on the upstream sides and operate in vertical grooves on the sides 

of peirs and abutments. Assume depth of groove on the floor as 100m and free board of 30cm 

above upstream FSL.Upstream depth= 2m 

Height of gate = 2+0.1+3= 2.4m 

When gate is lifted clear off Upstream FSL by 30cm. then, RL of top of gate = 28.00+0.3+2.4= 

30.7m 

This is too far above the road level, and is undesirable. Hence provide a 2 teir gate , operating in 

adjacent groovers. Provide 25cm over lap.  

Total height required = 2.4+0.25 
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Provide lower gate of height 1.4m and upper gate 1.25as shown. 

RL of 1.4m gate when lifted= 28.00+0.3+1.4+ 29.70m 

Assume head room 300m 

RL of gate platform= 30.00m 

4.Peirs. (the figure shows part of the view on the cross section, which is placed parallel to th flow

and mid span. It will not cut the peir and their foundations, but it will acut the roadway and solid 

apron.) 

The thickness of the peir has been assumed as 1m. The RL of the top of the peirs will be at 

29.00and 30.00 

The water sides of the peir and abutment will be kept vertical. Good foundationa ia at25.00, hence 

bottom of the peir will be kept at 25.40, also bottom of the column foundationof the peir will be at 

24.80. 

Design of solid apron 

Worst condition for uplift occurs with gates closed, full water level on upstream side, and no flow 

on downstream side. 

Seepage head Hs= Max water level on upstream side – downstream bed 

= 2m of water.  

Assume Bligh‘s creep coeffecient C=10 
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Creep length is given by CHs= 20m 

This provide 6m on upstream of the peir, 5.6m below the bridge and balance of 8.4m downstream 

of the peir. 

Thickness of apron at A. 

Provide the gates at the centre of the shutter, platform creep length upto la= 6+ 1.5/2= 6.75m 

Residual (balance) head at A= Hr= Hs- la/c 

Thickness at A= Hr/ G-1= 1.325/2.25-1 = 1.06m =1m 

On the downstream side the apron size may be reduced in stages to a min thickness of 60cm. on 

upstream side provide nominal thickness of 30 cm. 

The Rl of the top of the abutment will depend on the road way. The RL of the bottom will be 

same as that of the peir ie.25.40 

H= 3.9m 

Bottom width = 0.4H= 1.6m, however provide 2m bottom width. 

(Note: The bottom thickness of the abutment will be made slightly more than 0.4H, it supports the 

road slab, but for the wing wall no increase is made. Thus the section of the wing wall will not be 

same as the section as abutment as in pervoius drawings).  

Water face of abutment is vertical. length of the abutment will be kept equal to total width of the 

super structure i.e 5-6m 
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Upstream wing wall  

Top of abutment==29.20m 

Upstream TBL= 29.00 

Top of upstream return will be at the upstream TBL, i.e 29.00 

Thus the top of upstream wing wall will be made to slope down from 29.20 at the abutment i. 

section 2 to 29.00 at section 3.. there alter top of upstream using  wall and return will be kept level 

throughout at the upstream TBL of 29.00 

Add figures 

Provide 1:8 batter on water sude for wing wall and return( but abutment water face be vertical). 

The return will be extended 50cm into the top of the bank. 

Downstream wing wall and returens. Since the difference between the upstream and downstream 

TBL is small provide the same sections on downstream and also , but using the level of the 

downstream TBL i.e 28.70 
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